NOTES:

1. MATERIAL: HOUSING, LOAD BAR, DIVIDER, STRAIN COLLAR - THERMOPLASTIC UL94V-0 RATED; STRAIN RELIEF BOOT - CLEAR PVC; CONTACT TERMINAL - PHOSPHOR BRONZE ELECTRO-POLISHED AND PLATED WITH .000050" MIN. GOLD IN MATING AREA, GOLD FLASH OVER REMAINDER, .000100" MIN. NICKEL UNDERPLATE.

2. PLUG ACCEPTS 4 PAIR CABLE .225-.250" DIA. WITH 23-24 AWG CONDUCTORS WITH A MAXIMUM INSULATOR DIAMETER OF .040".


4. ALL DIMENSIONS MAXIMUM UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

5. TERMINATED CONTACT HEIGHT DIMENSION: .237-.005".

6. SEE CURRENT CATALOG FOR ADDITIONAL PART NUMBER SUFFIXES TO INDICATE PACKAGE QUANTITY.